
EGYPTIAN WRITING SYSTEM HOW THEY WRITE A-Z

Egyptian hieroglyphs were the formal writing system used in Ancient Egypt. Hieroglyphs . It is a complex system, writing
figurative, symbolic, and phonetic all at once, in the same text, the same phrase, I would almost say in the same word. It
would have been possible to write all Egyptian words in the manner of these.

Examples include sounds like "sh" or "ch. People used symbols, pictures to represent concepts such as a
person or event. In some cases, two words may sound the same but have different meanings. Determinatives
were important in the script, especially because hieroglyphics could be written left-to-right or right-to-left or
down-to-up or up-to-down. His attempts to decipher Egyptian writing failed, therefore, because he was
operating from a wrong model. Hieroglyphic writing was not, however, eclipsed, but existed alongside the
other forms, especially in monumental and other formal writing. Notably, phonetic complements were also
used to allow the reader to differentiate between signs that are homophones , or which do not always have a
unique reading. Demotic script seems to have originated in the Delta region of Lower Egypt and spread south
during the 26th Dynasty of the Third Intermediate Period c. For example, the adjective bnj, "sweet", became
bnr. There are twenty-four herioglyphic signs in the Egyptian alphabet and these are the phonograms most
commonly used. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit
of brotherhood. A symbol can represent a word, a sound, a syllable, or a concept. Similarly the hieroglyphs for
cat, miw, combine the glyphs for m, i and w with a picture of a cat. To stop using many of these signs and to
change the entire system of writing would have been considered both a sacrilege and an immense loss, not to
mention the fact that such a change would make all the older texts meaningless at a single blow. These
roller-shaped incised stones were rolled over the moist clay of jar stoppers. The last Egyptian inscription dates
from the 5th century CE. Ancient Egyptian scripts Hieratic script The Hieratic script was invented and
developed more or less at the same time as the hieroglyphic script and was used in parallel with it for everyday
purposes such as keeping records and accounts and writing letters. Actually, hieroglyphics were still in use as
late as the Ptolemaic Dynasty and only fell out of favor with the rise of the new religion of Christianity during
the early Roman Period. Hieroglyphs representing single consonants These glyphs alone could be used to
write Ancient Egyptian and represent the first alphabet ever divised. It was used until the 26th Dynasty,
though by that time, it was only used for religious texts, while the Demotic script was used for most other
purposes. Rosalie David explains: Our Videos There are three types of phonograms in hieroglypics: uniliteral
or alphabetic signs, where one hieroglyph picture represents a single consonant or sound value; biliteral signs,
where one heiroglyph represents two consonants; and triliteral signs where one hieroglyph represents three
consonants. For example, nfr "good" is typically written nefer. Unlike its contemporary cuneiform Sumerian,
Egyptian Hieroglyph's origin is much more obscure. The direction of writing in the hieroglyphic script varied -
it could be written in horizontal lines running either from left to right or from right to left, or in vertical
columns running from top to bottom. Interesting Facts about the Hieroglyphic Alphabet The Ancient
Egyptians called their writing the "language of the gods. The Sumerians of ancient Mesopotamia had already
come upon this problem in writing and created an advanced script c. The phonogram, logogram, and ideogram
made up the basis for hieroglyphic script. By the time of the Arab Invasion of the 7th century CE, no one
living in Egypt knew what the hieroglyphic inscriptions meant. How It Works The Egyptian writing system is
complex but relatively straightforward. Besides a phonetic interpretation, characters can also be read for their
meaning: in this instance, logograms are being spoken or ideograms and semagrams the latter are also called
determinatives. Zauzich answers the question which may immediately come to mind: It may well be asked
why the Egyptians developed a complicated writing system that used several hundred signs when they could
have used their alphabet of some thirty signs and made their language much easier to read and write. The
higher value signs were always written in front of the lower value ones.


